Introduction
Let (M, g) be any connected Riemannian manifold of finite dimension n. Let us denote by AM = ^(M,g) tne Laplace-Beltrami operator acting on functions and let us consider the heat equation:
(1-1) (^^^t^^0' BORDONI with Dirichlet or Neumann condition on the boundary if M has a nonempty boundary QM. The corresponding heat kernel will be denoted by pM(t^x^y) when the boundary is empty, p^{t^ x^ y) or p^(t, x^ y) resp. when the boundary condition is Dirichlet's or Neumann's one. For a non compact manifold, we shall consider pM to be the unique minimal heat kernel, i.e. the limit of the Dirichlet heat kernels of regular compact domains exhausting M; if M is complete and if its Ricci curvature is bounded from below, then PM is the unique heat kernel on M (see [9, p. 189] 
and similar expressions for Zj^(t) and Z^(t).
Given a mapping /: (M', g') --> (M, ^), our aim is to compare the heat kernels of the two manifolds, under suitable assumptions for /. It turns out that a good assumption is that / satisfies the following Fubini 's property for every continuous function u on M'\
u\f-i^(y)dvg^(y)\dvg(x) J M' J M ^Jf-1^) )
where Vg^Vg are the measures canonically associated to the metrics g'^gâ nd where Vgi denotes the measure associated to the metric g^ induced on F,=/-1 (^W.
Notice that, by Sard's theorem, if / is smooth on the outside V of a closed subset of measure zero in M', and if dim M' > dim M, then the intersection of Fŵ ith U' is a submanifold for almost every x, so that the integrals which occur in the formula (1.2) make sense. By the coarea formula (see [8, thm. 13.4 .2]), this may be extended to the case where / is only a Lipschitz map. In this case, the differential dfx' exists for a.e. x' and, considering its restriction to the orthogonal complement H^ of ^/(F^/)) in T^M'', we may define its Jacobian as the determinant of this restriction. By Corollary 13.4.6 of [8] , condition (1.2) is, in this case, equivalent to saying that this Jacobian is a.e. equal to ±1. The property (1.2) is automatically satisfied for instance by Riemannian submersions and coverings, or by local isometries.
If / is a fibration of compact manifolds with typical fiber F^ the so called Kato's inequality compares the trace of the heat operator on (M 7 , g') with the one of the trivial fibration with the same typical fiber F. P. Berard and S. Gallot [1] and in a different way G. Besson [4] show that, if / is a Riemannian submersion of compact boundaryless manifolds, whose fibers are totally geodesic submanifolds of M', then (1.3)
ZM'W ^ ZMXFW = ZM(t) • Zp(t)î
n particular, if / is a regular ^-sheeted Riemannian covering, one obtains:
(1.4) ZM'(t) <^ZM(t) (see also [22] ); they also show that the inequality in (1.3) is an equality if and only if / is the trivial fibration. The inequality (1.4) was extended by J. Tysk [30] to a branched covering whose singularity set is a submanifold of M' of codimension at least 2.
In Section 2, we consider any mapping /:(M',p') -^ (M,^) which is locally isometric. In this case, Fubini's property is automatically satisfied. Most of the difficulties come from the fact that we don't assume that / is a covering map. A typical example is given by the exponential map, which is a local isometry on an open set in the tangent space (endowed with the pull-back metric), but not a covering. We show (Prop. 2.4) that the series ^-y/^-i/ ^pM'^tjX'\y') converges in the sense of distributions, and that its limit is not greater than pM^t^ f(x')^y).
To obtain the equality case for boundaryless manifolds, we must assume that the manifolds are stochastically complete (Prop. 2.12); in this case, the sum of the series does not depend on x' 6 M' but only on /(^/) G M. Remember that a Riemannian manifold {X,g) is stochastically complete if and only if f^px(t^x^y)dvg(y) = 1 for any x G X and for any t > 0. A geometrical sufficient condition on a complete manifold (X, g) to be stochastically complete concernes the volume of geodesic balls (Grigor'yan theorem 2.9, see [20] and [21] for the proof).
In the case of manifolds with boundary, notice that, when M f has a nonempty boundary, the fact that M' is complete does not imply that M' is geodesically complete. In this case we show (Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3) a weak Hopf-Rinow theorem, and we prove that the restriction of / to the interior of M 1 is a covering map onto the interior of M. Proposition 2.4 also gives a sharp lower bound of the Dirichlet heat kernel pj^ in terms of sums of^^/. To obtain the equality case for manifolds with boundaries (Prop. 2.15), we must assume that / maps the boundary of M' onto the boundary of M, that M' is a complete metric space and that it satisfies the condition of Grigor'yan theorem 2.9.
When / is a ^-sheeted Riemannian covering of compact manifolds, we obtain (Cor. 2.18) a first improvement of Kato's inequality (1. 4) , in which appears explicitely the difference between £ • ZM^I) and ZM'(^}-We obtain also a comparison between the heat kernels of M' and M in the case where / is not a covering map and, as a typical example, when / is the exponential map (Prop. 2.20, 2.22); this gives an estimate of the heat kernel of a manifold in terms of a computable euclidean one.
It is well known that the heat kernel ?MK (^ ^(b •) of the space-form (MK^K) of constant curvature J^ only depends on t and on the distance from XQ. There are many works where a pointwise comparison between the heat kernel of a manifold (M,^) and the heat kernel of (MK^K) is established, under suitable assumptions on the curvature of (M, g) (see for instance J. Cheeger and S.T.Yau [10] , A. Debiard, B. Gaveau, E. Mazet [15] , G. Courtois [11] ). We give (Theorem 2.25) a unified proof of these results by clarifying the role played by the different singularities of the Laplacian of the functions which is obtained by transplantation of the heat kernel of MK-, extended by a constant outside a ball. By combining these results with the ones of Section 2, we obtain an effective improvement of Kato's inequality in the Corollaries 2.26, 2.27. The inequalities which appear in the corollaries are sharp (they are for example equalities in the case of the 2-sheeted covering of the real projective space by the standard sphere). These inequalities remain valid when the fibers have infinite cardinality.
In
) is a Riemannian submersion with minimal fibers (the manifolds are now assumed to be compact and boundary less), we obtain that the resolvent and heat operators on M dominate the resolvent and heat operators on M' respectively (Prop. 3.6). To prove this result, we show that the mapping w from H^M 1 ) in H-^(M) which sends u on wu, where wu(x) is the I^-norm of u on -Fr, is a symmetrization in the sense of G. Besson [5] , which obeys a Kato-type inequality with respect to the Laplacians (Def.3.2): then a generalized Beurling-Deny principle (3.3) gives the result.
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Kato's inequality for local (quasi) isometries and applications a) Some topological remarks.
Let f:X / -^Xbe any local homeomorphism from a Hausdorff topological space X f to a topological space X. The unique lift lemma is then valid, in the sense that the continuous lift passing through some point of X' of any continuous mapping 7:V -> X, where Y is a connected topological space, when it exists, is unique. The proof is the classical one: let c\^c^'.Y -> X' be two continuous mappings satisfying c^yo) = 02(2/0) for some yo € Y and /oci=7=/oc2. 
b) General facts about local isometries.
A mapping f\{M',g') -> (M^g) is a local isometry if it is continuous and if, for any interior point x' in M 7 , there exist two neighborhoods V^' of x' in M' and U^ of x = f(x') in M such that f\y^ is an isometry from V^i onto U^. In the sequel, we will denote by Int(M) the interior of a manifold M, and we shall sometimes write M = Int(M) U 9M to underline the existence of a boundary.
Let us denote by if(x f ) the isometry radius of / at x' € Int(M'), i.e. the supremum of all positive r such that the restriction of / to the geodesic ball Bg'(x'\r) centered at x' and of radius r is an isometry, where dg' denotes the distance induced on M' by the metric g'; the isometry radius is stricly positive for any x' e In^M 7 ). 
, where inj^(a;) is the injectivity radius of (M,g) at the point x, i.e. the largest r such that expx is a diffeomorphism from the open ball of radius r in T^M onto its image in M. This would be a major improvement of Lemma 2.1, because the lower bound would no more depend on / and on (M' ,g'). However, this is false in general: a counterexample is the mapping f(z) = z k from (C \ {0},(/) to (C,^), where g is the canonical metric and g' is the pull-back metric f^g. Let x = e e R 4 ", then the distance between two consecutive points in f' 1^) is smaller than 27T£, though the injectivity radius of (C,p) is infinite. Analogous counterexamples may be built from branched coverings.
Roughly speaking, there are two kinds of boundaries in a convenient compactification of {M',g'): the actual boundary QM' and the so called "boundary at infinity". The problem comes from the fact that, when M' is not complete, this "boundary at infinity" may be at finite distance. We shall say that M' = Im^M') U QM' is complete if it is complete as a metric space (M'.cL') endowed with the Riemannian distance. Notice that, when 9M f is not empty, Hopf-Rinow's theorem is no more valid in the usual formulation and the fact that M' is complete does not imply that M' is geodesically complete. (here Lgi and J^ denote the lengths of curves with respect to the metrics g' and g resp.); so {c(t^)}^N is a Cauchy sequence and it converges to some point XQ, which is an interior point of M' because / maps QM' onto 9M. Then / is an isometry from a neighborhood V ofa:o m In^M') onto a neighborhood U of 7(^0) in Int(M) and c = (/|y~1) o 7 is a local lift of 7, which provides an extension of 7 on a neighborhood of to. Proof. -We first notice that any geodesic c of (M 7 , (/), which does not meet QM', is defined on the whole of R: an argument similar to the one of Lemma 2.2 (using moreover the fact that any geodesic adherent to XQ lifts by exp^, 1 to a radius in T^' M' and thus admits an extension), shows that the domain of c is open and closed in R. For any fixed x € Int(M), let f~l(x) = {x'Aj^j. The injectivity radius of M' at x 1 . is greater than the injectivity radius of M at x, because every minimizing geodesic of M which does not meet the boundary lifts to minimizing geodesies of M' (/ does not increase the distances). Thus, for any r smaller than inj {x}, the map fj = exp^od/^/ o exp^, 1 is a (diffeomorphic) isometry from y' = Bg'(x^r) onto U = Bg(x,r) whose differential at x^ coincides with that of /, so fj coincides with / on Vj. In order to prove that /^(L^) = UjeJ^5 let x' € /' -1 (LQ and 7 be the minimizing geodesic from f(x') to x, which entirely lies in U. The existence of a lift c defined on the same interval proves the existence of a geodesic c (whose length is less than r) from x' to some point x'y in f~l{x). Proof. -Let us consider a compact exhaustion {^.}^ ofInt(M') by regular
It implies that x' G Bg'{x-r). []
Let Cg°(M) be the space of the functions on M with compact support included in the interior of M. The coarea formula (see [8, thm. 13.4 
.2]) gives, for any ^ € C §°(M):
The main difficulty is that (p o f is generally not in C^{M'), nevertheless it is bounded on M'. As J^, p^^t.x^y^dvg^y') < 1, Lebesgue monotone convergence theorem implies that ^,pM'{t,x 1 \y')^v^{y') ^ 1. Applying (2.6) to any positive test function, we get that
and the series converges (in the sense of distributions) for any fixed x' to a Radon measure Tt on M (notice that Tt ^ 0 on the complementary of the image by / of the interior of M').
For every j, the (finite, cf. Lemma 2.1) sum
for any fixed a:' C ^, is a function on M, whose limit as j -> oo (in the sense of distributions) is, by the same arguments as in (2.6), equal to Tt by Lebesgue TOME 128 -2000 -?2 monotone convergence theorem. Let us denote by v the inward unit normal vector field on 9^ and by dg' the (n -l)-dimensional measure on cW induced by the restriction of g' on 9^. Replacing (p by AM<^ in the formula (2.6) and noticing that (AM^) ° f = AM'^ ° /) at any interior point of M', we get, when </? is a nonnegative function in C §°(M):
\af -Wb ecause the first boundary term vanishes by the Dirichlet boundary condition and the second one, which does not vanish in general, is negative (9p^, jQv is nonnegative). It comes that (AM + 9/9t)Tj 1 < 0 in the sense of distibutions.
Let us denote by Tj the limit of T^ when t goes to 0, we have, by (2.6):
so T^ is the Dirac measure ^/(a;'). Moreover, the support of T} is included in the compact subset /(^/) of Int(M). The maximum principle then gives
TO<PMM^-)
and hence the claim when j -^ oo. As each term of the series which defines Tf is nonnegative, it implies that Tf € L^M) because the coarea formula implies that fM^y^f-l^pM
For the Dirichlet problem, as / maps In^M') into Int(M), no point in 9M has a counterimage by / in Int(M'). By the minimality, RM' goes to 0 on 9M' and it follows that Tt verifies the Dirichlet condition on 9M. [\ 160 M. BORDONI Notice that the assumptions of Proposition 2.4 do not exclude that / may map points belonging to QM' to points belonging to Int(M) (a trivial example is M' = n =regular domain with boundary in M). This is the case of the exponential mapping, see the following application 2.g).
The inequality (2.5) is not in general an equality, even if we assume f(QM') = QM. For example, let us consider the local isometry j\M' = R+ -^ M = S 1 defined by f(x') = e^', where R+ = (0,+00) is considered as a non complete boundaryless manifold. The minimal heat kernel of M' automatically satisfies Dirichlet conditions at 0 ({0} is the part of the "boundary at infinity" which is at finite distance) and at +00; it writes
where k(t, x', y') = (47^t) -l/2 e-l^-^l 2 / 4 * is the usual heat kernel of the real line. When y'Q lies in (0, 27r) and when XQ = e 2 ' 71 ', the invariance of k by the diagonal action of translations gives: 
PM'(t,x'^y')< ^ PM"(t,XQ,y') =pM{t,f{xo),y), y^f-^y^D y'^f-^y)
the last equality being proved in the following Proposition 2.12.
d) The equality case.
In order to characterize the cases where the inequality of Proposition 2.4 is an equality, let us study the very important notion of A compact Riemannian manifold is always stochastically complete. Many authors have given sufficient geometric conditions for complete non compact Riemannian manifolds to be stochastically complete. For instance, M.P. Gaffney [16] proved that a sufficient condition is that the volume of the geodesic balls has subexponential growth. S.T. Yau proved that a sufficient condition is that the Ricci curvature is bounded from below (cf. [31] ; see also [9, p. 191 , thm. 5]); notice that this condition is automatically satisfied by any geodesically complete Riemannian manifold {M',g') which admits a local isometry onto a compact manifold (M,g). K. Ichihara [24] and P. Hsu [23] extended this result to the case where the Ricci curvature is allowed to go to -oo at infinity, provided that this growth is controlled in terms of the distance function. L. Karp and P. Li [25] proved that any geodesically complete manifold, whose geodesic balls B(xo,R) satisfy Vo\(B(xo,R)) < e^2 when R -^ +00 (for some point XQ and some constant c), is stochastically complete -see also E.B. Davies [14] and M. Takeda [29] for different proofs. A. Grigor'yan (cf. [20] , see [21, thm 9 .1 and Section 6 for more detailed proofs]) gave the following sufficient condition which contains the above ones: 
Proof. -For a fixed positive e less than the injectivity radius of X at XQ, let us consider the geodesic ball B(xo,e) and the sphere 9B{xo,e) centered at XQ and of radius e. We shall call "normal coordinates system" the mapping ^ from (-00, +oo) x 9B{xQ,e) onto X defined by ^(t,x) = exp^TV^), where N^ is the outward unit normal vector at x G 9B(xo,e) (^ is a diffeomorphism from some open subset in (-00,+oo) x 9B(xo,e) onto an open subset in X whose complementary is of measure zero). The density of the Riemannian measure Vg with respect to the product measure in normal coordinates is defined bŷ dvg = J^.x^^dtdx. For any x € 9B(xo,e), let (t-(x),t+(x) ) be the greatest interval on which the geodesic 11-^ ^(t,x) minimizes the distance from (t,x) to9B(xQ,e), and let us define J^(t,x} equal to J(t,x) iH G (t-{x),t^-(x)) and equal to zero elsewhere. Then, the (n -l)-dimensional volume of the sphere 9B(xo, R) is given by
Let us denote by L'(K) the supremum limit, when h > 0 goes to zero, of
where rj is the mean curvature of the geodesic sphere 9B(xo^e), where r]^(x) = sup(0,?7(.r)), and where C(p) is an explicit constant only depending on p (and on n = dim(X)). By assumption, there exist RQ and a constant K such that
JB{xo,R)
for R > RQ^ and the above inequality becomes:
Integrating two times, we get, for R great enough and with suitable constants (see [18, p. 198] ): (ii) If(M,g) is assumed to be stochastically complete, then the equality
Vo\(B(x^ R)) < a'
+ b' • e^^2 ^ b' . e K " R(2.13) ^ PM^t,x f ,y f )=pM{t,f(x f ),y)
y^f-^y) holds (for any positive i, for any x' G M' and for almost every y <E M) if and only if (M',(/) is stochastically complete.
Proof. -By Proposition 2.4 and the coarea formula, we have
= f PM^f^.y)^^)-f pM'^x^y^dVg^y'). JM JM'

Stochastic completeness of {M',g') implies f^pM^t.x^y^dVg^y') = 1 and thus fMPM(t,f{x f ),y)dVg(y) ^ 1. But property f^pM(t, f(x f ),y)dvg(y) ^ 1 is always valid, hence f^pM(t, f(x f ),y)dvg{y) = 1 and (M,g) is stochastically complete.
If (M',^) and (M,p) are stochastically complete, the above inequality (2.14) is an equality and this implies the equality (2.13). On the other hand, if (M,g) is stochastically complete and if the equality (2.13) holds, then the above inequality (2.14) is an equality; this implies that
and (M' ,g') is stochastically complete. \\ e) The case with boundary.
Let us consider the case where (M', <9M', g') and (M, <9M, g) are Riemannian manifolds with boundaries. Let us endow these manifolds with the Riemannian distances dg' and dg {i.e. dg'(x' ,y') is the infimum of the (/-length of curves joining x f and y'). We want to compare the heat kernels of M' and M (with Dirichlet boundary condition), denoted pj^, and p^.
Proposition 2.4 already provides a sharp lower bound ofpj^ in terms of sums ofpj^,. For the equality case, we get the following sufficient condition: In fact, let us notice that Grigor'yan theorem is still valid for C°° manifolds endowed with a C 0 ' 1 metric whose singular set is a smooth (n -l)-dimensional submanifold. Let us underline the reason why the proof, given in [20] and [21] section 9, still works in the case (M' # M', h'): in this proof, the only argument which involves the smoothness of the metric is the Green's formula which writes, for any smooth functions n, (p on M' # M' such that u is compactly supported:
)-This implies that d^\W)^W) >dh\W)^[(y'}} =d^{x\y f ).
Thus, if we denote by Bh'(R) and Bg^(R) the balls of (M' # M^d^) and (M',dg>) of radius R and centered at V^(^o) ^d ^o respectively, we deduce that Bh'{R) C ^[(Bg^R)) U^(Bg^R)) and that Vol(B^(J?)) < 2Vol(^/(J?)
where A/,/ and AM' are the Laplacians of (M'^M', h') and (M', g') respectively. In fact, the two first equalities come from the fact that the integrals on 9M[ and on 9M^ of (y? 
y'ef-^y)
Plugging this equality in (2.17), we get 
Z^(t)< sup ^(fl (x)^^))Z^(t)< sup (^f-\x)n^))ZM(t). ej(^)
xef^ ') An easy application of the minmax principle allows to extend the result of Corollary 2.18 to local almost-isometries, where we call a C^-mapping /: (M 7 , g') -> (M, g) a local almost-isometry if and only if there exist two positive constants a and b such that
Proof. -Integrating inequality (2.5) provides a comparison between the heat kernels of the local isometric manifolds (M f , f*g) and (M,g): defined on an open subset V of T^M onto the complementary of the conjugate locus of M (for instance, if (M, g) has negative curvature, the conjugate locus is empty and V coincides with the whole of T^M). When V is endowed with the pull-back metric, the exponential map satisfies the conditions of Lemma 2.1 and of Proposition 2. 4 and not the ones of Lemma 2.2 and of Proposition 2.12, thus we get only the inequality case for the comparison between the heat kernels of M and V, and not the equality one. We then obtain the following improvement of Proposition 5.9 of [7] : Let (M,p) be any Riemannian manifold of dimension n, and let {MK^K) be the n-dimensional simply connected Riemannian manifold of constant sectional curvature K (briefly the K space-form). It is well known that, for any XQ C MK, the heat kernel ?MK (^ X Q•>') ls invariant by the isotropy group of XQ and thus it only depends on t and on the distance from XQ:
where d^ denotes the spherical, euclidean or hyperbolic distance according that K is positive, null or negative respectively (by homotheties, we may normalize the metric QK on MK in order that K = +1,0, -1), and where px(') == ^(^o? •). Let us denote by p^(t,xo, •) the heat kernel on the geodesic ball BK^XQ.PQ} of {MK.QK) under Neumann boundary conditions. As before, there exists a function -0:
We shall give below a unified proof of the following theorem, clarifying by the way some distributional tools already present in [12] : THEOREM 2.25 (see [10] , [15] , [II] , [12] ). -Let {M,g) be any n-dimenswnal Riemannian boundaryless manifold. 
If the inequalities in (i) and (ii) are equalities, then (M,g) is isometric to (MK^K)-
Proof of (i). -We shall show that (AM + 9/9t)^p <, 0 in the sense of distibutions, and that, as t goes to O 4 ', (p(t,dg(x, •)) goes to the Dirac measure 6x(')'. since pM is a solution of the heat equation on M, the maximum principle gives (i) and the characterization of the equality case.
To show the inequality above, let x be any fixed point in M, and let us set p = dg(x,') and ^ = ^(^-), so that ^(-) = 9(p/9r(t,-) . A simple calculation gives
(AM-p)reg is the regular part of AM/^ which is defined on the complementary of cut(a;), the cut locus of x (remember that cut(;r) is a closed set of measure zero). It is classical (see for instance [17, p. 40] ) that
where a is the density of the Riemannian measure Vg with respect to the product measure in polar coordinates around re, i.e. {cf. the proof of Proposition 2.11) *dvg = a(r,X)drdX, where ^(r,X) = exp^(rX) is a diffeomorphism from an open subset U in (0,+00) x Sx onto M \ ({x} U cut(rr)) {Sx is the unit sphere of TpM). In the case of the space-form (MK^QK\ let us define the open subset UK, the diffeomorphism ^/K from UK onto MK\ ({.ro}Ucut(a'o)) and the function OK (instead of a) in the same way; notice the existence of a function^I R"^ -^ R^ such that OK = ^K ° PK' As a = 0 at focal points of x, (AMp)reg is not bounded, but it lies in L^(M) (see [26] ). The singular part (AMp)sing is a positive distribution which is supported on cut (a;) (see for instance [26] ). The derivative ^p[ o p has no singular part because it is C^-piecewise and hence in Lj^(M) ((pt is smooth and p is C^-piecewise). As ^ < 0 (see [9, p. 192 
which goes to ho^o^^l(xo) = h(x) as t goes to O" -This proof is similar to the one of (i). For the sake of simplicity, let us denote ^ = <I>^. We shall show that (AM + 9/9t)^> is a non-negative distribution. As lim^o+ ^(t,dg{x,'}} = <^(-) (same proof as in (i)), the claim follows by maximum principle.
The radial function ^>t ° P is regular inside Bg(x,po) and constant outside Bg{x, po), thus its differential is bounded and the singular Laplacian is a measure supported by 9Bg{x, po), whose sign is given by the gap in the radial derivative. 
where diam(M') denotes the diameter of (M 1 ,g');
(ii) if the sectional curvatures of (M,g) are bounded from above by K, then
where inj(M) is the injectivity radius of (M,g).
REMARK 2.28. -The sharpness of the above inequalities is proved by considering the 2-sheeted Riemannian covering /: (S", can) -^ (P^M), can). The fiber consists at any x <E P n (]R) of two points x' and -< so in this case d^n(x) = max(^) =po=7^=2inj(P n (IR)) for any x. As ps^^x^x') +psr.(t,x^ -x') = Pp^m(t,x,x) and psr.(t,x'.-x 1 ) = ^{t,d{x',-x')) = ^^(t, 2inj(P n (R))) = (^(^7r), we have
and the inequalities of Corollaries 2.26,2.27 are equalities in this case.
Riemannian submersions with minimal fibers
We are going now to consider the case in which f:{M',g') -> (M,g) is a Riemannian submersion of compact boundaryless manifolds. A simple calculation (cf. [4, p. 277]) gives, for any u e C7°°(M'): 
^M(t).
We shall give a domination theorem in the opposite sense for the heat and resolvent operators by the method of symmetrization in the sense of G. Besson [5] . Let us recall this definition. 
As a symmetrization is a Lipschitz map^ one can define S on a dense subset of H only^ namely^ in the present application^ S will be defined on C^^M') which is dense in H = L^M').
A 
Let now /: [M'^g') -> (M,g
) be any surjective mapping, which verifies FubinPs property (1.2) (the manifolds are assumed to be connected, compact and without boundary). For any u: M / -^ R for which it makes sense, we define wu\ M -> M to be the j^-norm of the restriction of u to the fibers:
(this map was introduced, in a more general context, in [7] ). It is easy to see that if u is in L 2 (M f )^ then wu is in L^M) and that w preserves the Z^-norms: A remark similar to 2.21 could be done for Proposition 3.6. The proof of this proposition is a direct consequence of the generalized Beurling-Deny criterion (3.3) and of the following lemmas. [(wo/)(^)^) if^i(a;)=0
where h is any measurable function on M' such that (fp (^(^^dz^ (y))^ = 1 (for instance h{x'} = (VO^F^/)))"^). The function u^ verifies wu^ = w and lies in L^M') by (3.4). A direct calculation shows that 14,1(2 are w-paired. \\
The good assumption to ensure that w obeys Kato's inequality is that / is a Riemannian submersion with minimal fibers, namely we have: ince in \du{y)\ 2 one must take into account the derivatives related to vertical vector fields (i.e. tangent to the fiber). We obtain, as e goes to 0, if wu is considered as the limit of 
